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Presentation 
 

Kyokawa: My name is Kyokawa, Vice President, Corporate Communications Department with SHIONOGI & 
CO., LTD. Thank you all very much for taking the time out of your busy schedules to join us today. 

I would like to introduce today's speakers. Dr. Isao Teshirogi, President, and Chief Executive Officer. 

Teshirogi: I am Teshirogi. Thank you. 

Kyokawa: Dr. John Keller, Senior Executive Officer, Senior Vice President, R&D Supervisory Unit. 

Keller: Hello, I'm Keller. Thank you. 

Kyokawa: Dr. Yasuyoshi Isou, Senior Executive Officer, Senior Vice President, Drug Discovery Research Division. 

Isou: My name is Isou. Thank you. 

Kyokawa: Dr. Takeki Uehara, Senior Vice President, Drug Development and Regulatory Science Division. 

Uehara: I am Uehara. Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Here is a quick overview of today’s agenda. As for today's agenda, Dr. Teshirogi will begin by discussing the 
future of the Infectious Disease Program which is part of the Corporate Vision 2030. 

After that, Dr. John Keller, our R&D Director, will give a presentation on our R&D strategy. The presentation 
will be given in English, so if you would like simultaneous interpretation, please follow the procedure 
discussed later in the presentation. 

Next, Dr. Uehara will discuss our R&D efforts in our focus areas. Finally, after Dr. Teshirogi provides the 
summary, we will have time for a question-and-answer session. This session is scheduled to conclude at 
approximately 1:00 PM. 

As I mentioned earlier, simultaneous interpretation will be available at today's briefing, so if you would like to 
access it, please click on the globe icon at the bottom of the screen and select either Japanese or English, 
whichever language you prefer. 

Now, let us begin the presentation. I would like to turn this session over to Dr. Teshirogi who will discuss the 
direction of the Infectious Disease Program. 

Teshirogi: Once again, my name is Teshirogi. Thank you for joining us today. 



 
 

 

In March and April, I spoke with various investors, including those in the US and Europe, and after the closing 
of the fiscal year, I spoke with more investors. 

At that time, many of them told me that while they understood that SHIONOGI has interesting pipelines, like 
S-309309, they believed that SHIONOGI had not fully conveyed the core principles it stands for. 

As a business, of course, it includes a strategy to stabilize the HIV business, especially in terms of short-term 
revenue. It also includes AMR products such as cefiderocol, for acute infectious disease business. I was told 
that SHIONOGI has not yet done enough to thoroughly communicate how to stabilize these businesses, what 
interesting pipelines are on the horizon, and how the company assesses them. In some cases, I faced strong 
reprimands from certain shareholders, particularly those who hold significant shares in the company. 

As such, while I did not initially plan to give an opening speech today because it is R&D Day, I would like to 
talk about our current approach as an introduction. 



 
 

 

We have heard from so many shareholders on this topic. For example, a company that can deliver operating 
profits. Or a company who has tight control over expenses. There are not that many companies that constantly 
deliver at 10-year milestones without many ups and downs. Have we done enough to fully communicate that? 
On that topic, I would like to present this chart. 

As for the operating margin, we are shifting gears slightly, as we are now in the phase of increasing sales while 
consistently producing an operating margin that is reasonably high in the industry, although of course well 
supported by royalties from Crestor, ViiV, and HIV Field. 

How has the company grown from an earlier stage? I think this topic requires thorough communication. In 
this context, at least three or five years from now, the HIV business should remain solid. The infectious disease 
business is certainly growing. On top of that, what will be the next growth stage? Communication and 
discussion with you all on an occasion like this R&D Day, I think that is a crucial step. 

That is why I decided to present this chart. With all due respect, we have done a lot of research on other 
companies in the same industry. Only a few companies are really stable, and the rest are quite bumpy. I 
thought that we need to be better understood as a company that offers peace of mind as one of our 
characteristics. 



 
 

 

Last year, ViiV and GSK made their positions quite clear, and I think this is gradually being understood by 
everyone. If you look at the table on the left, you can see how ViiV has grown in the so-called Integrase family 
and the Integrase franchise, both in terms of percentage and value. 

At this point, roughly calculated, 97% of ViiV's sales come from the Integrase family of companies, which 
means that ViiV is almost equal to the Integrase family of companies. We run a loyalty business that has grown 
to sales of GBP6.2 billion. The rate today is about JPY200, so equal to JPY1.2 trillion. The rate of dependence 
can be expressed as Integrase-Dependent. Since we are supporting this, of course, how will we develop and 
grow the injectable drug market in the future? This is still an important theme. 

I hope today’s event helps you understand how we, John and Isou, remain committed to HIV. I felt slightly 
shocked when people outside voiced their surprise to learn that SHIONOGI is involved in HIV. 

Conversely, considering that we did not communicate this, I hope you understand how committed we are to 
the HIV field this time, especially in the small molecule area, and that it is looking in a bright direction. 



 
 

 

Acute infection. AMR may also be a category of acute infection, though, given that it is administered for a 
maximum of two weeks. Solid growth of Cefiderocol in the US and Europe. 

We did not say from the beginning that the market would reach JPY30 billion or JPY50 billion. In fact, I think, 
with all due respect, that probably none of the various analysis models, including ours, did not expect it to go 
this way. 

I am sure you will understand that we have been steadily expanding our business, including Xocova and 
Xofluza, starting with Japan, and I believe that we can achieve the level of business stability by having two or 
three drugs that cannot be achieved with a single drug. We believe that this is a phase in which we are 
gradually beginning to achieve it. 

Although not the topic of today's discussion, Xocova's performance in the Japanese market in April, May, and 
June has been extremely strong. Xofluza (Baloxavir) have very strong antiviral activity against H5N2 and other 
viruses such as the one that appeared in Mexico today. 

I am confident that SHIONOGI will be able to continue to do this kind of business and have peace of mind 
when various new products are introduced in the future. I hope you understand that we are gradually creating 
the foundation for growth through this process. 



 
 

 

However, how to expand our business not only in Japan but also globally is a major issue for us. Dr. Uehara 
will address today, based on the SCORPIO-HR trial, negotiations with health authorities in various countries, 
especially with the FDA, have been going extremely well. It is our very important mission to expand globally, 
and we will be able to deliver the results of these meetings in a timely manner. 

However, when we look at influenza drugs, their use in the US and Europe is not that advanced compared to 
Japan, and when we dig a little deeper, we find that diagnosis is still not advanced. 

When the CDC recently released the news that FLiRT may be a little dominant in COVID-19 and that it smells 
somewhat bad, the comment below was that although they say so, they are not fully aware of the actual 
situation because people are not getting tested in the US. The CDC has said that it is a great concern for us 
that we do not know what is really going on. 

In Japan, it is possible to check for both influenza and COVID-19 immediately with a nose swab, but in the US 
and Europe, this is not a common practice. We hypothesize that this is because inexpensive, accurate, and 
simple diagnostic agents are not widely available. 

Even though President Biden addressed that people should access the Test-to-Treat initiative in order to 
better manage the disease, the testing part is still not widely activated. Without going one step further into 
diagnosis, we may not be able to maximize our Baloxavir and Ensitrelvir.  We are currently concentrating on 
this area. 



 
 

 

This is the last one. 

We have achieved solid growth in the past, mainly in infectious diseases, HIV, Ensitrelvir, Baloxavir, and AMR 
products. We believe that this will continue as a base or as an additional growth, but we would like to ask you 
at today's R&D Day to grasp a little about what has happened since then. 

Not to reiterate or anything, but S-309309 is an important compound and we will continue to use it, but it is 
impossible for us to talk about the R&D of the company only in terms of single Phase II assets. I would like to 
hear from the three R&D top leaders today about what kind of interesting things are coming up next, and 
what we can expect from them. 

I sincerely hope that the insights shared by our three speakers other than myself will resonate with you, as 
your genuine excitement would truly make all the effort in hosting this R&D Day event worthwhile. Thank you 
in advance for your attention. 

Kyokawa: Thank you very much. Dr. John Keller will now address our R&D strategy. Thank you. 



 
 

 

Keller*: Hello, I'm Keller. Thank you. I am pleased to be here today to talk with you about our R&D strategy 
and about our plans for the future. In the STS2030 Revision, we stated that we would create the future of 
healthcare on a new platform. Of course, our main focus was on establishing new growth drivers, especially 
on meeting unmet needs.

 

In other words, unmet needs. There are various cascades depending on the disease, not just the unmet needs 
of the disease. There are various social impacts. And because they have not yet been solved, they will be a 
major challenge for society in the next 10 to 20 years. To address these new fields, we will continue to leverage 
our strong internal capabilities while also collaborating with external parties that possess unique expertise in 
these areas, thereby accelerating our ability to meet these needs. 



 
 

 

Regarding infectious diseases, as shown on the left half of the slide, we continue to focus on acute respiratory 
infections. This, of course, includes COVID-19, influenza, and now also RSV. Additionally, we are addressing 
AMR, which includes our pipeline from the acquisition of cefiderocol and QPEX. Although infections that 
require long-term treatment are present, HIV remains the most important among them; however, socially, 
diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis are also significant. And by total care for infectious diseases, we 
mean total care including vaccines, vaccines, and diagnosis, and test-to-treat is important to provide 
comprehensive solutions. 

As for QOL diseases, which have a larger social impact, we are focusing on dementia, obesity, as well as 
pediatric diseases, rare diseases, and sleep disorders. The impact of these diseases is significant, and in 



 
 

addition to these, hearing impairments, immunology, and allergies are also important factors.

 

As you know, SHIONOGI is particularly strong in small molecule drug discovery. And we intend to continue to 
develop this strength to the fullest. Excellent efficacy and high safety can be achieved with small molecules. 
And oral administration is more preferred. It also means affordable prices. This is also an important advantage 
for small molecules. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

And some unmet needs cannot be addressed by small molecules alone. For example, if you have to use the 
immune response to regain a lost function, and when it comes to the multifunctionalization of a single 
molecule, that small molecule alone is not enough. 

We would like to have this kind of modality in our hands. They are not only for their respective purposes but 
also because these are necessary to meet unmet needs. For example, vaccines. This will be the pillar of our 
future business. The same is true for antibodies, peptides, and nucleic acids. 

 

 



 
 

 

Our organization has been restructured to reflect this focus. Each group's objective is to provide solutions and 
to concentrate on delivering them in the best possible way. 

The Drug Discovery Research Division integrates all modalities into one. The Pharmaceutical Technology 
Research Division applies technologies to develop drugs that are easier to use, more affordable, and more 
accessible, performing crucial functions across multiple modalities. 

Regarding vaccines, because this is a unique and specialized business, we have established a dedicated 
division to create a seamless system from research to supply. 

 



 
 

Based on our long history of R&D, we have had many successes, but we have also learned some lessons. 

From COVID-19, we learned that speed and a focus on resources are crucial. From past experiences, we also 
learned that focusing too much on science can cause us to lose sight of unmet needs, the competitive 
environment, and changes in opportunities for external collaboration. 

Therefore, we aim to pursue thorough unmet needs by addressing patients' needs. We also want to ensure 
that we respond to changes in the competitive and regulatory environments, as well as business perspectives, 
with the same commitment and energy as we do with new science. 

And we want to produce products that will be commercially successful. And we hope to meet the actual needs 
of our patients in a timely manner. 

 

Now, in order to do that, we will be working to strengthen several elements. This is the strengthening of 
external collaboration. 

First, from a physical standpoint, we will engage in external collaborations beyond Japan. QPEX, a company 
based in San Diego, has important and unique experience in antibiotic drug discovery. We will rebuild and 
expand their labs to facilitate not only technology transfer from SHIONOGI but also direct cooperation with 
major U.S. government and academic research institutions. This is crucial for responding to infectious diseases, 
particularly pandemics. 

 

Next, in new therapeutic areas that require highly specialized clinical knowledge and patient insight, we will 
collaborate with the best experts in top fields. Companies like Apnimed and Cilcare are deeply connected with 
top experts and academic institutions, which accelerates the introduction of these new therapeutic areas and 
increases the likelihood of success compared to working alone. Collaboration with government agencies is 
essential from a business perspective for pandemic response and preparedness as an infectious disease 
company. To achieve this, we will especially work with the U.S. government. This will expand our relationships 
with organizations such as NIH, BARDA, the U.S. Department of Defense, the EU, and WHO, and allow for 



 
 

cooperation in the U.S. and other countries based on existing relationships with these institutions. For 
example, QPEX has built an excellent relationship with BARDA, which is fully integrated into our relationship 
with SHIONOGI. Our collaboration with U.S. agencies involved in healthcare and human services as well as 
national defense is expanding. 

 

Additionally, venture capital firms like LSP are also important. This is not just for investment but to connect 
with their networks. We collaborate to stay updated with information, test the latest technology trends, and 
explore new ideas. For instance, our relationship with LSP and the Dementia Fund allows us to work in real-
time with CNS experts in Europe and the U.S., enabling rapid exchange of opinions on pipeline indications, 
biomarkers, and clinical trial designs. 

Their network of experts will be able to use cutting-edge technology. We are in a position to contact them in 
real time. To be able to obtain information on clinical trials and other information in a timely manner through 
this EQT and other means, both in the US and in Europe. I don't agree with all of that. But to know where to 
look for new technology and where to track it. I believe this is nothing less than grasping the clinical needs of 
the patient. 

And it is a relationship with academia. For example, we are promoting vaccine research with Chiba University. 
And not only in Japan, but we are also promoting cooperation with various universities, especially with 
American universities, outside of Japan, where we have strong academia. 

 

This commitment to total care for infectious diseases is not limited to treatment alone. Prevention and 
accurate diagnosis through the use of vaccines is the first step in this process. And it is thereby possible to 
prevent deterioration and to prevent serious illness. 



 
 

 

Now, let's talk about prevention. 

The strategy for the vaccine is as follows We started with COVID-19 and now we are launching a vaccine 
platform. We are in the process of establishing several platforms. By establishing this platform, we will be able 
to offer COVID-19 vaccines in Japan and Asia. 

 

So what then is the need for the next generation of vaccines? I think it is a universal vaccine. And from COVID 
to universal, this is not just COVID, but new vaccines, intranasal vaccines, speed is important. This opens up 
global business potential. 



 
 

 

With differentiation, we can differentiate ourselves on the global stage. I believe that the business of vaccines 
will launch us further into the long-term future. 

What I mean by simple patient needs and diagnosis is to use nasal swabs in the doctor's office and to do an 
Immuno-Strip test. It's hard to decipher and understand it; it's just not good enough. 

Therefore, the first step in therapy for coronavirus, influenza, RSV, and adenovirus is to know if the virus is 
present and, if so, what kind of virus it is, and to get the right therapy as soon as possible when you find out 
that you are not feeling well. The first thing to do is to get the right therapy as soon as possible. This is precisely 
what resonates with the outcome of the treatment. That is something that not only health care workers can 
provide but can do at home. 

And to make this possible, the gold standard is accuracy. And the level of detection, equivalent to PCR. PCR is 
very expensive, time consuming, and difficult to do at home. Antigen testing requires testing that leads to 
discomfort, such as nasal swabs. And the judgment result is difficult. 

Not so much more convenient, quicker, and faster than Immuno-Strips, and cost. Since it will be done at home, 
cost is also important. And connectivity. It is necessary that it be communicated immediately and clearly to 
the medical system. 

And the most important thing when putting it into practice is that it can be done in the US and the EU. It 
means that proper virus treatment can be done not only in Japan but also in other countries. 



 
 

 

That acute infectious disease, I mean, influenza and coronavirus will continue. And then again with RS virus, 
and then furthermore, for example, globally, there are infections that have started and are now spreading. In 
the US and Japan, for example, dengue fever is the first thing that comes to mind, and as an infectious disease 
company, we have to deal with such things. 

For AMR, the antifungal nature and the integration of S-743229 made it possible. This is a resistant fungus, 
and we are in the process of developing this as well. 

And I will discuss about the long term. HIV, and malaria. Infections that require long-term treatment. This 
continues to be important. 



 
 

 

And we are talking about very long-term HIV therapy. 

This collaboration with ViiV has created a very strong market presence and impacted the quality of life of our 
patients. 

However, anxiety about taking it every day is a characteristic of HIV, and the psychological aspect of not 
wanting others to know is a factor unique to HIV. So, it is important to erase HIV from your life, and that is 
what we are doing. And I think that 30% of the treatment, and again 70% of this pre-papering, in that sense, 
will shift to long acting in the future. 

 



 
 

 

This is an area where we are very much in the lead, and the integrase inhibitor, and the LA, ULA, and injectable 
treatments, which probably came from our Cabenuva, for example, and then Gilead and competitors came in, 
and it has been seven years since then. 

For seven years, not nothing, but the very best regimen, not that it was there all that time, but from one to 
another, for example, Gilead also came in with its own compounds. And long acting has come to account for 
80% of the total, all by pharma. 

 

 



 
 

 

But what happens next? Chemistry then become important. Forty percent of our drug discovery efforts are 
devoted to HIV research. And, after all, we want to stay on the front lines by doing so. This is the market we 
have created and the medical needs we are addressing. We do not want to lose this. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

In the US, a new US laboratory was established in San Diego. This is a very good location for a biotech company. 
And we have a lab where you can use QPEX knowledge. 

At this time, QPEX is not only promoting AMR research, but also has a network with the US government and 
US research institutes. For example, when we go to a certain ministry in the US for pandemic research, we 
have to cooperate with them on their soil. In this sense, I think it is fair to say that we now have this capability. 

We can prepare for the next pandemic quickly and in an integrated manner. By using this resource, we are 
connected to academia and even to the government. 

 



 
 

 

Now we turn to quality-of-life diseases. The key to these diseases is not only the medical need. Of course this 
is important, but it is the result that it brings. Social isolation, dementia, accidents, and various other life 
problems can trigger cardiovascular problems and dementia. We focus on quality of life, because while the 
disease itself is important, so are the results it produces. 

 

Now, as for the obesity market, I think this illustrates it well. This is not only the obesity market itself, but the 
various consequences of it. We are looking at the results of the study. Liver disease, and 40% of apnea is due 
to obesity. These results are key in diseases of quality of life, and we have chosen these diseases for good 
reason. 



 
 

 

Sleep apnea affects 900 million people. And the impact on life expectancy is a 60% survival rate after 8 years. 

Hearing loss, however, is a problem with the earphones. Among the various noises from earphones, earphone 
noise affects 1.1 billion people. 

And allergies. This is a particularly important issue in Japan. The prevalence rate is 42.5%, and 35% are satisfied 
with their current treatment. 

And Pompe disease. We can use our knowledge of small molecules to address these rare diseases. For 
example, in the case of Pompe disease, it is expected to lead to a business worth JPY200 billion. And 72% of 
patients want new options. 



 
 

 

So, the market forecast for 2030 and quality-of-life diseases is JPY1.2 trillion. There are four causes of apnea. 
There is a physical blockage. There is also decreased upper airway capacity and responsiveness, unstable 
breathing, and unstable sleep, the levels of which vary from patient to patient. 

And you must first know your patients. Without knowing enough about what patient groups we are treating; 
we cannot provide appropriate treatment. 

With regard to CPAP, there are very few people who are fully satisfied with it. And CPAP has become a 
treatment option for refractory/unresponsive patients. 

 



 
 

 

Apnimed is a company that specializes in the field of apnea. 80% of the management team are clinical 
scientists. We are also connected to the most prestigious academics in the field. 

It is the study of what is the cause of the disease, with respect to a particular patient, how to diagnose it, and 
how to treat it with the appropriate solution. Various combinations and combination therapies will be 
important. 

So, we will also combine this with our strength in small molecule drug discovery. There are drugs that we have. 
I believe that combinations with new drug discovery in new targets will also emerge. 

 



 
 

 

The average annual growth rate for hearing loss is 5.3%. And the market forecast for 2030 is JPY1.8 trillion. 
We may see more and more of them in the future. 

Symptomatic treatment, devices, and easy-to-use solutions are also important. Since this kind of hearing loss 
occurs gradually, it is difficult to be aware of, making diagnosis important. It also leads to social isolation. This 
can lead to dementia. 

 

 



 
 

 

Cilcare is a very specific company. It is a company that provides the hearing loss community with a pipeline of 
drugs, and pre-clinical or clinical research tools. The firm is highly specialized with preclinical and clinical 
research targeting hearing loss. They also have a very important pipeline. 

Here, in our major compounds, they are looking at compounds that regain lost synapses. This compound is 
the result of a mouse model of noise-induced hearing loss. Though it is not necessarily an earphone, the red 
color in this mouse noise model is Sham. And orange is the placebo, and green is the results for the group 
treated with CIL001. 

This pre-clinical model, and this will be moved to clinical in 2025. These models are what we do every day. 
Cilcare specializes in these areas. The company has great strengths in clinical trials and commercialization 
potential. 



 
 

 

And immune allergies. Seasonal hay fever, allergic rhinitis of various kinds, the overall market is as shown 
here. Many people in Japan have allergic rhinitis and are not satisfied with the current treatment. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

And together with Funpep, we have a new arrangement with this company. We are developing a vaccine. It 
produces anti-IgE antibodies in immune cells for a certain period of time and is expected to have a lasting 
effect on allergies. It can knock down IgE. And it also has a protective role. 

It is now considered very important that various types of damage occur due to allergies. As shown on the right, 
this is a preclinical model, but if we can knock it down in humans, we can address seasonal hay fever. And we 
believe we can accommodate a variety of other allergies. 

This means targeting IgE. If the compound proves to be successful, we believe we will be able to make further 
progress. 



 
 

 

And as for the rare diseases, we have first of all Pompe disease. This will be entered with a small molecule. 
Many patients are currently receiving ERT and enzyme replacement therapy. Every few weeks the patients 
must take a long drip infusion. It is painful and a terror for children. And the effectiveness can decrease. And 
more than 82% are unsatisfied with their current treatment, which means they want to avoid injections. 

Therefore, we are considering licensing from Maze and responding to this with small molecules. We are 
starting a new approach not only with ERT but also with small molecules in addition to it. Phase II trials are 
scheduled to begin in FY2024. 

 



 
 

 

So, that is the summary. We will now have a more in-depth explanation. 

 

Uehara: Hello. I would appreciate your attention. The first half of the presentation is about infectious diseases, 
which is the foundation of our company, and then I will talk about quality-of-life diseases and various areas 
of focus. 

We have many pipelines. Since time does not allow us to introduce all of them, I tried to keep the list as 
compact as possible, focusing on the most important items that have received major updates. Still, there is 
lot to go through. 



 
 

 

The first is acute viral infections. 

As you all know, our company has a drug called Xofluza that treats Influenza. We have also developed many 
good products such as Xocova, RS virus, and what we call the "three respiratory brothers". 

I would like to talk about the progress of such items, as well as the perspectives on how to strengthen them 
in future drug discovery, especially in lowering viruses. We are confident in our ability to deliver compounds 
that are finished to a high degree of antiviral efficacy. Prevention, not just treatment, and from a public health 
standpoint, not spreading the virus around. We are working on a variety of new ways to use these drugs as 
therapeutic agents, and I would like to talk a little about them. 



 
 

 

Now, about Xocova, Ensitrelvir. 

As you are aware, we have received approval in Japan. Following that, we were able to conduct a global Phase 
III trial with a further application for global approval. As shown in the following slide, the primary endpoint 
was not met, but the results showed good safety and good antiviral efficacy. 

We have confirmed the results in the global environment, and in the same analysis method for the primary 
endpoint as in Japan, the p-value was also below 0.05. We are now discussing with the global authorities in 
other countries prior to the application. We are in the process of discussing this very thing, so we will update 
you on this when the time is right. 



 
 

 

And this is the result. 

The point is that we were able to confirm the effectiveness of the symptom improvement, and for the long 
COVID, we just finished all six months of follow-up just this month. So, as originally planned, we have 
completed all the follow-ups, and we plan to summarize how the administration of Ensitrelvir suppresses the 
occurrence of long COVID and present the results at the conference in the future. 

 

 



 
 

 

In this context, we are preparing to apply for a global trial that includes and targets high-risk outpatients, and 
pre-NDA consultation, as I mentioned earlier. We are developing a small tablet or granule formulation for 
children and for the global market. 

First, we decided to conduct the trial in Japan ahead of the rest of the world. We are now conducting the trial 
for children in order to complete the registration by the first half of this fiscal year. We have obtained a 
definite effect of antiviral prophylaxis. It is prevention. If someone in your family contracts the disease and if 
you believe you are in close contact, you can take this drug to prevent infection. In this way, people can avoid 
contracting disease. We hope that the drug can be applied that way. Currently, no drug has this type of 
application. 

We aim to deliver global indication once we succeed in conducting the world's first trial for post-exposure 
prophylaxis. We are now in the final phase. In H1 2024, we want to complete registration and from there we 
will be moving along with the process of confirming the results. 

We are also conducting trials around the world on how to improve mortality rates in critically ill hospitalized 
patients and how to improve their return to work immediately after hospitalization.  Furthermore, in Japan, 
we are working with Osaka University to verify the effectiveness of reducing the long-term COVID symptoms 
in actual clinical use, which means that in many aspects we continue our work in developing Ensitrelvir. 



 
 

 

Furthermore, the following compounds of Ensitrelvir. Ensitrelvir is something we quickly developed within the 
limited time during the pandemic. The only regret I have is the DDI perspective and drug interactions. In terms 
of teratogenicity, there is a restriction against taking the product in pregnant women, just to be safe, even 
though the data is based on animal studies. 

We believe that we can create better medicines, so we are developing new items. 

You see this colored, fuzzy thing on the bottom here, and the pink color in the area shown on the right is the 
active agent with Paxlovid, Nilmatrelvir. The green color hiding behind it is the Ensitrelvir, our Xocova. The 
form is different, in essence, how to inactivate the enzyme by binding it to the active center with a small 
molecule. The main part of the active center is the same, but if the form is different, various mutations can 
occur, various activities are different, and the effect can be maintained even in resistant strains. 

This time, it is the blue figure on the left. You can see that it branches out in a different way. Therefore, while 
there is no particular strain that is resistant to Xocova at this point in time, it is expected that changing the 
binding mode will provide a new reserve for the new strains. And compounds without various drug 
interactions that can be taken by pregnant women. 

Now that we have confirmed the efficacy of the drug in humans, we will be conducting a global Phase II study. 
We are preparing the next generation of Xocova as a new compound to replace the previous generation of 
Xocova. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

In this context, since there is currently no cure for RS virus, various neutralizing antibody drugs can be used 
to prevent RS virus in infants and young children. However, even if there is a vaccine, there is no guarantee 
that a therapeutic drug will be necessary. Since the virus cannot be eradicated, some people will develop the 
disease even if they are vaccinated, and there are many people who are not vaccinated, so we are creating a 
treatment that can be delivered to such people. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

I have summarized the mechanism of action here. 

In the life cycle of a virus, the virus flops onto the cell in the upper left corner, and from there, it is adsorbed 
and goes inside. The process is called fusion protein, and it is this fusion process that Pfizer and others are 
targeting. 

Our company, after all, wants to stop the increase inside. The mechanism of action differs depending on the 
virus, but for this virus, we are targeting the L-protein, which is marked in pink, as the best point to attack. 

Stopping here inactivates the polymerase and thus stops the replication process in that cell. If we stop 
polymerase, there may be some people who are concerned about safety. We have properly designed the virus 
to stick to virus-specific points. We are now in the process of developing an antiviral drug with a low risk of 
side effects that could be delivered for RS. 



 
 

 

How superior is this mechanism of action? The data is still at the animal level, though. 

The figure on the left shows an acute viral infection in which the virus is seeded into the mouse, from which 
the virus gradually and progressively increases, and from which the virus gradually drops from the peak by 
natural immunity. 

The timing of when human patients actually develop the disease and take the medication is usually about the 
time when the symptoms appear, which is shown here in red, has risen, and the treatment is based on how 
quickly the virus can be lowered. That is the condition. You can see that our compound, S-337395, when taken 
at this timing, just as it is imitated in humans, the virus is neatly and dose-dependently brought down 
significantly. 

We have confirmed the power of the drug to stop the growth of viruses, and since the effect of the drug is 
limited in the fusion process, we are currently developing this drug with the hope that it will be a game 
changer in this sense. 



 
 

 

Phase I has already been completed, and we are currently conducting a study to confirm the antiviral effect 
in healthy adults who have actually been seeded with the virus and infected with the virus in a safe, albeit 
artificial, environment in the UK. 

After confirming the level of viral resistance in the experimental environment, we plan to proceed with Phase 
II and Phase III of treatment for adults and children, respectively. We are now in the process of global 
development with plans to proceed with the necessary Phase II and Phase III for each arm. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, Xofluza is a medication for influenza. 

After obtaining indications in Japan and the US, we handed over the global rights to Roche, and they are 
proceeding with development around the world. The handout mentions more than 75, but actually, we 
reached 80 worldwide. It is now available in 80 countries. Just one does is enough to powerfully lower the 
virus. This will improve the symptoms. 

In particular, this update is about the control of the spread of the virus, which I mentioned at the beginning 
of this article, and I believe that the treatment effect of your drug will not only improve your symptoms, but 
also lower the spread of the virus around you. The scientific hope is that this will reduce the spread of the 
virus to your family and surroundings. 

In the experimental environment, a lot of such conceptual data has been collected. However, we have been 
wondering whether this can be verified in actual clinical use on humans, and this has been an issue for a long 
time, so Roche and we have been conducting tests around the world on inhibiting the spread of the disease. 
We have collected data from over 2,000 patients worldwide for the final 2,000 cases, and we will report back 
on these results, which we hope to be able to publish again in the summer. 

Therefore, in terms of treatment, we are trying to deliver the maximum effect possible with drugs for each 
viral infection, such as diagnosis, medication, and prevention of spreading the virus to others. 



 
 

 

In this way, we were able to respond to each viral infection one by one, but we still had to be prepared for 
pandemics and what would happen next. If you respond after it happens, you still have a limited amount of 
time. It inevitably takes time. 

The next strategy is to have a certain number of drugs that are effective against various viruses, and if these 
drugs are approved once for a particular indication, they can be used to respond to a pandemic when a 
different virus becomes prevalent again. In the midst of this concept, we have received requests from Japan 
and around the world to work with us in the biodefense field, based on our strengths and achievements to 
date. Therefore, we are already working on the development of the next infectious disease treatment that 
will respond to this pandemic or the next pandemic. 



 
 

 

This is just the current progress, but I have written Compounds X, Y, and Z. On the right-hand side, I listed the 
viruses. For the H5N1 flu virus, I would recommend using Xofluza. For other viruses, the RNA virus is on the 
top, and the DNA virus is on the bottom. 

Agents that can cover many virus strains with a single drug, and that maintain antiviral activity, have already 
been found. They can take many forms, like oral, intravenous, and chemo-type. Therefore, we are vigorously 
promoting the development of new drugs to prepare for possible outbreaks of Rift Valley fever or other 
diseases that may occur in the future. 

 



 
 

 

Now, the AMR perspective is the next bacteria. 

With cefiderocol as the core, we have worked with QPEX to acquire a drug called xeruborbactam. We are now 
in the process of starting clinical trials for a fixed-dose combination with xeruborbactam. I will discuss the 
status of each of the three items. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

First of all, cefiderocol. 

It has already been approved in more than 35 countries around the world, including the United States, Europe, 
and Japan. In addition to expanding to various countries in this context, a major update is at the bottom of 
the page. We met the primary endpoint of the complex urinary tract infection trial, Phase III trial, which was 
conducted in China. In response to this, and once again, we would like to make cefiderocol accessible in the 
Chinese market. 

 

 



 
 

 

As for cefiderocol, there are no particularly resistant strains prevalent at this time. However, bacteria are 
smart. These cephem-based drugs are designed to produce beta-lactamase, which is a mechanism that breaks 
down the drug. They are readily available, and when they were isolated and assayed experimentally, the 
activity of cefiderocol was revived again in combination with xeruborbactam. 

Therefore, by having this drug ready in case of an outbreak of resistant bacteria in the future, we can once 
again benefit from the efficacy of cefiderocol. We are discussing with various authorities in order to proceed 
with Phase I this fiscal year. This is making steady progress. 

 



 
 

 

In oral drugs, ceftibuten, which is our third-generation cephem drug. We have also developed an oral drug 
that is effective against resistant strains by combining it with an oral prodrug of xeruborbactam. This one, 
Phase I, has already started globally. 

If there is an oral drug that can provide such AMR protection, it is not necessarily necessary to prescribe it in 
the inpatient setting, because it is not necessary. This new drug is expected to be used in various ways, such 
as to control hospitalization costs by switching to this type of oral drug when serious conditions can be avoided 
to some extent. 

 



 
 

 

Now, in order for you to use antimicrobials in these circumstances, we need to know if our drugs remain 
effective against antimicrobials. We need a device that can easily evaluate such things and an evaluation 
method for susceptibility. 

There are various device manufacturers all over the world, and we are working in parallel to develop a method 
for measuring sensitivity so that these devices can be used as diagnostic agents promptly in accordance with 
the timing of the launch of these products. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, I would like to talk a little bit about chronic infectious diseases, HIV, malaria. 

We have also introduced dolutegravir for its antiviral effect on HIV, and later we licensed out S-365598, a 
next-generation integrase inhibitor, to ViiV. 

However, there is still much need to create drugs with longer durations, lower doses, higher tolerance profiles, 
and higher barriers. Therefore, we have concentrated our chemist's resources to develop a long-acting 
integrase inhibitor program, which we call "Integrase Inhibitor Program A," to enable once-every-six-months 
delivery. 

The programs with different mechanisms of action, which I am writing in the form of A, B, and C, are also LAP, 
long-acting, and ultra-long-acting. With the establishment of such a two-drug combination program, we are 
now developing a last-in-class LAP formulation that can be easily administered once every six months or once 
every six months to control the disease. 



 
 

 

We have already found good lead compounds. 

This combination drug is shown on the right. As you can see, IM, whether administered intramuscularly or 
subcutaneously, can remain in the bloodstream for a very long period of time, in excess of six months under 
any of the administration conditions. By hastening the development of such drugs, we believe that we are 
likely to be able to deliver the next more controlled and simplified HIV drug product. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, I would also like to talk a little bit about our efforts with malaria. 

Malaria is a mosquito-borne infectious disease that will never disappear in Africa and elsewhere. The malaria 
parasite is processed through mosquitoes and then enters the red blood cells and travels through the blood. 
Vaccines are available, but they are not reaching all the people. 

There are actually prophylactic drugs that are taken prophylactically, with an approach of multiple doses per 
month of a prophylactic drug. However, people still die from malaria, especially in developing countries, due 
to the lack of adherence with medication and the lack of regular implementation of such measures. 

Our Ultra Long Acting malaria prophylaxis is given once and it lasts for several months. Complete prophylaxis 
exactly in time for the malaria mosquito epidemic. Our concept is to create new products with high adherence. 



 
 

 

This preventive effect, though, is also unique. 

If it is administered to humans and the required amount can be maintained in blood levels, it can be 
maintained in the bloodstream and in the bodies of mosquitoes that have sucked it. So, since the drug will be 
effective throughout its life cycle, it is expected to lower the overall prevalence of malaria, including 
mosquitoes, rather than its own preventive effect. The lead compound is already in the process of being 
finished, as such a concept is expected. 

This is also actual data. This new drug, which can maintain high exposure for a certain period of time, is 
expected to have a very good prophylactic effect and is under development. 



 
 

 

Now, I would like to talk a little bit about vaccines next. 

As you are already well aware, approval for our first recombinant protein vaccine for S-268019, Wuhan strain, 
have been granted. We would like to establish such a platform in Japan to prepare for the next pandemic, 
rather than the current pandemic, by using recombinant proteins, which have been used for a long time as a 
vaccine with established safety on a different platform from messenger RNA and others. We are in the process 
of receiving the first of these approvals. 

In actual clinical practice, the Omicron strain, BA.5, XBB, and JN.1 have already changed, and we are 
developing another vaccine against these recombinant strains. As soon as these data are obtained, and once 
the indication for the mutant strain is approved, we believe that an environment will be created in which 
these vaccines can be used in Japan. 

At the same time, we are also working on the establishment of large-scale production in parallel. 



 
 

 

In this environment, the coronavirus is changing rapidly, and the recommended strains for this year are 
constantly being created and changed. We have no other choice but to do so for now, but we are forced to 
do so, but the concept of universalism. 

If there is a certain number of antigens that can maintain immunity even if they are changed, then it is okay 
not to change them. We are developing a next-generation vaccine, a universal vaccine for coronavirus, in the 
hope that we can deliver such a vaccine. 

 

 



 
 

 

The schematic diagram of the spike protein is shown on the right, and some parts of it change frequently while 
others do not. Therefore, we designed a recombinant protein by designing a protein that would not change 
and creating a hybrid of such proteins. 

If we can create a universal vaccine that can induce antibodies that bind to various sites, we will be able to 
deliver vaccines that do not need to be constantly changed every year, as I have been talking about earlier. 

 

 



 
 

 

In fact, the antigen has already been created. The gray area is the Wuhan strain, the vaccine derived from the 
original strain of origin, the left side is the Wuhan strain, and in the middle is Omicron. Then there are SARS-
CoV-1, SARS, and MARS, strains that seem to have been prevalent in the past. The Wuhan strain compatible 
vaccine is still the Wuhan strain. 

The one in the middle in pink is for BA and Omicron stocks, and our new universal is shown here in green. We 
have confirmed that it is effective against both the Wuhan and Omicron strains, and also induces neutralizing 
antibodies against SARS-CoV-1, a different strain that may be prevalent in the future, even though it is an 
animal model. Based on this data, we will conduct clinical trials this fiscal year and develop new modalities 
that can be delivered worldwide. 



 
 

 

Now, following on from the infectious diseases, I would like to discuss one by one the remaining QOL diseases 
with high social impact. 

Obesity. Let me briefly remind you of the mechanism: triglycerides, or triglycerides in the diet. It is broken 
down and absorbed through the small intestinal epithelium, and this MGAT2 is the enzyme that resynthesizes 
fat particle into triglycerides one more time. 

So, by interception at this point here, fatty acids will accumulate in the small intestinal cells. As fatty acids 
accumulate in the cells, food suppression signals go out, as if saying, given the condition you don’t need any 
more food. 

Therefore, it is not a drug that inhibits lipid absorption in the gastrointestinal tract. We are often asked if it 
causes diarrhea, but the mechanism of action is not intended to cause diarrhea. 

In Phase I, DCA in plasma, which is a new biomarker, was found in subjects who took the drug, supporting the 
mechanism of action. Therefore, we have confirmed in Phase I that the proof-of-mechanism of the fatty acid 
accumulation in the small intestinal cells is probably occurring with this drug, and we have moved to Phase II. 



 
 

 

We have conducted a Phase II study in the US. 

We are actually conducting a clinical trial for adults with a BMI of 30 or higher, and we are conducting a 
standard fat Phase II trial, specifically, we are having them take this drug after eating a slightly lower calorie 
intake that is restricted in their diet. We conducted the trial to see how it can be effective to lose weight. 

One of the things we expected to confirm is safety. There was a heightened concern for diarrhea but none 
was confirmed. The fact that the drug was well tolerated compared to placebo was a very significant gain. 

As you are already well aware and have seen in the second line, this is our internal standard for weight. We 
had set a criterion of 8% or 10% if possible, and as far as the GLP-1 data was concerned, we had set a criterion 
of at least 5% in order to fight with a single agent. Unfortunately, that criterion has not been reached. 

Nevertheless, the mechanism of action has been confirmed and the effect of weight loss has been confirmed. 
So, we have confirmed that it is a drug that shows weight loss by suppressing appetite through a new 
mechanism of action. 

Therefore, we believe that we will not be able to proceed with Phase III as a single agent based on the current 
data, so we are currently conducting various studies to determine what kind of unmet needs we can satisfy. 



 
 

 

This is new data, non-clinical data that we were already allowed to take. 

When taken in GLP-1, weight loss can happen. As you know, some patients may have difficulty escalating 
doses during the tightening process, and the cost of the drug is very high. 

If the same level of efficacy can be achieved with as low a dose of GLP-1 as possible in a place where it is 
difficult to create a API, this could be a place where the small molecule S-309309 can be used to its fullest 
potential. This is non-clinical data on looking at such a concept. 

The patient who started GLP-1, the animal, but at the midpoint, the red point, S-309309 is put on. Since the 
effect of S-309309 was apparently more than additive in those who used GLP-1, we can expect a higher effect 
by using two drugs. The nonclinical data are such that one might expect that adding on S-309309 to a smaller 
dose than going with GLP-1 alone might provide the same amount of benefit. 



 
 

 

This is a different use. There are also those who stop using GLP-1 because their weight has dropped to some 
extent, and those who stop because they cannot tolerate the side effects. There are also many people who 
quit due to cost considerations. 

Rebounding has become a real social problem, and if S-309309 can be used to control that rebound, it could 
be used to maintain weight loss while gently controlling weight. So, of course, we were willing to use a single 
agent, but we were also conducting various pre-clinical verifications in parallel to see if such usage was also 
possible. 

 



 
 

 

Interesting data has emerged. Including these nonclinical data, we can also expect that the product can be 
used safely over the long term, without rebounding, and in some cases, without losing muscle mass. This is a 
licensing activity that we are resuming in order to consider new formulations that will allow us to offer these 
affordable prices in the future, aiming at the possibility of resolving new unmet needs. 

I would like to reiterate our future development strategy, including various data in this context. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, let me tell you a little about cancer. We have patented the CCR8 antibody against Tregs worldwide. This 
is a molecule that we discovered together with Osaka University, and its role is to stop the brake signal of 
activated lymphocytes by suppressing this molecule. The antibody actually accelerates the attack of activated 
lymphocytes on cancer cells. 

We have been collecting various data on what we can expect from the use of this product, and I would like to 
talk a little about the progress of the clinical trials. 

 

 



 
 

 

We are now implementing the development plan, Phase Ib, worldwide. 

Good safety has been confirmed with a single agent. This has been administered in actual cancer patients. 
Dose escalation but be patient. We are also in the process of confirming the tolerability of Merck's 
pembrolizumab in combination with the drug. 

In such a situation, it is the Phase II part, the dose expansion part. This is a design for evaluation based on a 
slightly expanded number of cases of eight cancer types and conditions selected in the protocol. Among them, 
we have already progressed to the dose expansion part. I am sorry, but I would like to withhold which 
conditions for which cancer types.  



 
 

 

We have some interesting data that shows some promise. 

In the middle photo, this is the patient before administration, and the red glowing striped area is the tumor 
cells. It is increasing in nodules and in fullness, but if you look to the right, the green color is increasing. These 
dots are activated lymphocytes. CTL. 

You can see that the red tumor cells seem to have collapsed slightly. So, the activated lymphocytes are 
attacking the tumor, and the tumor is getting a little smaller. This is a fluorescence microscopic image of such 
a tissue photograph. 

As to why this is happening, this flow site, looking at the same sample before and after administration, shows 
that the red ones are lymphocytes. So, the number of attacking lymphocytes is increasing exactly, even when 
counted with a flow cytometer. 

The purple color at the top is Treg. We have been able to confirm a proof-of-mechanism in which lowering 
Treg with our CCR8 antibody, which is regulatory, increases activated lymphocytes to attack the tumor. 

We are including this condition as an accelerator to move forward with certain cancer types, and I am sure 
we will have many discussions about this as more data becomes available. 



 
 

 

In these circumstances, a drug that works for all patients would be optimal. However, we would like to find 
patients with cancer types, conditions, and characteristics that will allow us to use the product well. This is 
why we are also doing this in cancer from the perspective of biomarkers and test-to-treat. 

We are collating various data to identify cancer types and patients who will benefit from the drug and are 
working with companion diagnostics to develop this drug for delivery. 

 

 



 
 

 

Once again, this is a characteristic of this drug. 

Safety is quite high. Unlike the old chemotherapeutic agents, and unlike chemotherapeutic agents attached 
to antibodies, our drug lowers tumor-specific Tregs. We are proud of the fact that this is a new antibody that 
has the potential to be used safely in various types of cancer patients, and we will continue to develop it so 
that we can deliver it as soon as possible. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, I would like to change the subject slightly and talk about the remaining diseases. 

In terms of rare diseases, we focus on Pompe disease, Fragile X, and various other diseases. 

As John mentioned earlier, Pompe disease is an inherited disease that causes glycogen buildup in the muscles. 
If it accumulates, we can use enzymes to get the glycogen out. However, patients would need to receive an 
IV, once every two weeks, for a long period of time. 

Even if such intravenous infusions are given, autoantibodies to the enzymes may develop, and from the 
standpoint of safety, such practice is not sustainable. The disease progresses slowly and progressively no 
matter what. It is a genetic disease with an extremely severe prognosis after contraction. This S-606001, 
Pompe disease, introduced by Maze, is a small molecule. 

If this glycogen buildup is bad, why not inhibit the buildup? The mechanism of action itself is very clear, so we 
have teamed up to deliver a new therapeutic drug that can be used affordably, such as by reducing the 
frequency of intravenous infusions as much as possible. 



 
 

 

The picture on the right is the schematic of the mechanism of action that I have just discussed orally. 

The water supply is like glycogen, and the part that goes out underneath where the glycogen accumulates is 
the enzyme. In patients with Pompe disease who do not have that enzyme, it is not released downward, so 
more and more glycogen accumulates. 

It destroys muscle cells. If that is the case, then this S-606001, let's shut off the upper water supply. If it doesn't 
flow, then there's no need to add on top. Therefore, rather than a symptomatic treatment, we are 
implementing a curative treatment, or rather, a treatment that will definitely bring gospel by stopping the 
root cause of the disease with a low-molecular weight. Phase I data is already available. 



 
 

 

Our company, including the fact that we have very promising data, so we have indicated our willingness to do 
this. The safety of the product has already been confirmed in Phase I. The left picture shows the amount of 
glycogen in PBMC. Those who took the medicine were confirmed to have reduced glycogen. 

In addition, muscle biopsy results showed that glycogen levels in the muscles of those who took the 
medication were also lower. 

And right, We are measuring the amount of glycogen synthesis with the labeled substance, and this is also 
going down. So, we have clearly identified a proof-of-mechanism. 

Of course, since they are healthy patients, they may have different potential than sick patients, but I am sure 
that this mechanism of action will lower glycogen in the muscles. Therefore, it is strongly expected that this 
drug will be effective when used in patients with Pompe disease. 

We already have such a formulation, so we have created a new formulation, and we are now in the process 
of starting an additional Phase I. And global Phase II clinical trial will be started as soon as possible. 



 
 

 

Now, Zatolmilast. This is an item that we are working on together with Tetra, which we acquired. Fragile X, 
which is also a rare disease in children, is a highly anticipated drug with orphan, rare disease, and fast track 
designations from both the FDA and the EMA. 

The mechanism of action itself is a specific and selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase, PDE4D. Simply put, 
it is a drug that activates cognitive functions through nerve signals. By stopping the degradation of cyclic AMP, 
the drug's mechanism of action is to turn the signal around and activate the CREB pathway, causing the 
learned signal to stick tightly to the brain. 

 



 
 

 

In fact, we have received very enthusiastic support from the Fragile X patient group. 

So, the background is that we have confirmed proof-of-concept, and also there is no drug, no cure. Therefore, 
we would like to get this drug on the market as soon as possible, and with your full cooperation, we are now 
conducting a pivotal trial in the US. in the form of Phase II/III. As soon as these results are completed, we will 
apply for approval. 

 

 



 
 

 

Now, in this situation, the mechanism of action is the same, but it is a compound for dementia, and I am 
wondering if we can increase its activity and selectivity with the same mechanism of action. We have many 
chemists under the supervision of Dr. Isou, so we thought that our excellent chemists could create a better 
drug, and this is what we created. 

In order to make the drug work in patients with dementia, we are motivated to make it more active and more 
effective, thereby improving symptoms and memory learning. 

This is a drug that achieves selective inhibition of PDE4D, thereby reducing the potential risk of side effects 
and increasing selectivity. 



 
 

 

Although this is animal data, we have actually seen activation of memory learning and brain signals in animals, 
and the memory learning effect has actually been confirmed in an experimental mouse model. Under these 
circumstances, we are now proceeding with the final GLP study, etc., with the aim of conducting the Phase I 
study in the first half of FY2025. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

In this context, I wanted to think a little about test-to-treat in dementia as well. I am sure you have 
experienced this when you have actually talked with dementia patients, that people can sense that they may 
have dementia if they communicate with them. 

If we can use machine learning to select people suspected of having dementia based on data from 
conversations, we can have such people go to the hospital, receive a definitive diagnosis, and take the 
medication. We are also working with FRONTEO to develop such tools that will allow for early treatment and 
access to medical care as soon as possible, without the need for diagnostic procedures that can only be 
performed by specialists. 

 



 
 

 

Next, Sleep disorders. 

We are also working with Apnimed, a company that is an expert in sleep disorders. When we came up with a 
concept that might work if it worked here and here, we conducted a clinical study. If it is effective in a clinical 
study, we modified our existing items. Two companies collaborated while providing products, and we are now 
in the process of establishing such a system. 

As we worked on conceptual level and produced numerous drugs, we are already preparing for clinical trials. 

 



 
 

 

It is difficult to use CPAP to open the airway for obese patients with obstructed airways, as you well know, 
and it is difficult to manage such obstructed airways with medication. If the patient is obese, then there are 
many ways to control weight, but there are also many ways to control apnea from the central nervous 
system's perspective. There are many things that can cause heart disease. 

The main concept is to control apnea syndrome by using oral medication for those who cannot use CPAP, 
even in the mildest of cases. Such is the concept of the drug. In particular, we are working on the concept of 
somehow getting the drug to act on this upper right blue area, the unstable breathing area. 

 



 
 

 

We are actually working on this S-600918, Sivopixant, which you may remember was done up to Chronic 
Cough, Phase IIb. In fact, we have been able to confirm that Chronic Cough lowers cough. There is no doubt 
as to the mechanism of action. 

In parallel, we were conducting a Phase II study on sleep apnea as a Phase II study. Although the primary 
endpoint has not been met in total, we have discussed this mechanism of action with members of Apnimed, 
who specialize in this field, and we have found that the P2X3 receptor is present in the O2 center of the blood. 

The mechanism of action, the one that we believe this drug will be effective for is high-loop gain, which is a 
person who has a large breathing rhythm. If you take a big breath while sleeping, you can sort of understand 
the feeling of one satisfied breath and then apnea for a while. If it was a small breath, keep going and going. 
So, I thought the S-600918 could be used to signal that side of the market to suppress that big wave. Such is 
the concept. 

Let me call this, drug X. By combining the two, by stopping the different parts, by lowering this large loop gain, 
we could contribute sleep apnea treatment. With these expectations in mind, we are preparing to start Phase 
II of this, mainly in the US. We are in a position to confirm first-in-human early this fall. 



 
 

 

These are the Phase III results for the primary endpoint. 

The reason why we have not been able to release the results until now is that we have been successful, but 
we have met our commitments by closing the trial properly without any placebo effect after the final follow-
up was properly completed and the results were disclosed. 

As you can see, it is still in effect from the leftmost point, and you can see that it has a star. Once you take it, 
you will feel the effects immediately. That is the point where we see the overall characteristics of the drug 
being effective exactly during the two-week dosing period, and not rebounding afterwards, but rather 
sustained. 

We also had another Phase III trial, an add-on trial, to take data from when the drug was given as an additional 
dose to an existing depressant. We have confirmed that this product is safe and that there are no problems, 
but it is very difficult to test for depression to see if it will improve symptoms further. The result is that with a 
very limited sample size, it was indeed not possible to show add-ons to the standard of care with the effect 
of add-ons in the add-ons that were made. 

Nevertheless, the safety of the product has been confirmed, and we are now in the process of finalizing the 
process to apply for approval based on this data. 



 
 

 

Another ADHD, this is a digital therapeutic application. 

The picture in the middle is from the iPad mini. This is the real thing. The images are quite realistic, glittering, 
and you can control it, it’s kind of like a driving game. You can tap to dodge. You can tap the left and right 
controllers at the same time. The brain cortex is activated by the picture you see on the right. For patients 
with ADHD symptoms such as inattention and hyperactivity, this is a new digital therapeutic application that 
activates brain functions and shows therapeutic effects by forcing them to play these games for a certain 
period of time. 

 



 
 

 

This is the result of Phase III. 

The primary endpoint, the inattention score, is nicely lower at the bottom left than the standard of care. There 
is also a significant difference in the hyperactivity score, and the overall total score has also dropped nicely 
and significantly. 

It is not a sure bet that ADHD can be completely cured with these digital tools alone. However, there is a need 
to delay medication as long as possible before it is taken by patients with ADHD. Some patients do not need 
medication as their intelligence develops, so we ask them to manage a little period of time with SDT-001. 

The Phase III results were very clean, giving us hope that we could delay medication or create patients who 
would eventually not need medication. So, we have already proceeded with the application for approval. 
Approval, I believe that in Japan we will soon be able to deliver. 



 
 

 

Now, the highlight of the day. 

I think it is evident that we have the basic strength for R&D, and that we have the basic strength to be 
partnered with a wide range of companies. In fact, we built a network with partnering firms who want to work 
with us. We have many new pipelines with such synergies. 

In this situation, however, we are a small Japanese company, so we are trying to deliver these important 
growth drivers to the world as quickly as possible with resource allocation, and this means developing in an 
agile manner, including resource allocation, which we learned at COVID. We are currently developing the 
various pipelines I have described here in a rush to deliver them as quickly as possible. 

That is all from me. 

Kyokawa: Thank you very much. Now, I would like to ask for a few more minutes for Dr. Teshirogi to provide 
you with a summary. 



 
 

 

 

Teshirogi: Once again, thank you very much for your time. Some people may say that they do not need to 
hear that, but I have tried to cover a fairly broad range of topics. 

However, some of the phases are on-going and have not changed that much over the last year, so I have 
written a list and an appendix at the back of the list. 

Olorofim, or S-005151, or S-151128, or Resiniferatoxin. All of this is very interesting to us as a compound, but 
it is not something that new data will come out with the change of phases. 



 
 

Clinical trials for Olorofim or S-005151, for example, for cerebral infarction, inevitably take quite a long time. 
Dr. Uehara didn’t cover it this time because there was no change. But I hope you will understand that we were 
not in that phase, not that we are not doing it or do not expect to do it. 

This expression may be strange, but I think we are in the operational phase to grow sales for total R&D. We 
have talked about a medium-term management plan of JPY550 billion and a final plan of JPY800 billion. I 
believe that we are moving straight toward that goal at this point. 

Nevertheless, it is impossible to achieve such growth with the current R&D personnel and R&D budget. We 
would like to proceed with research and development, including a certain amount of upfront investment. 

We believe that the budget for this fiscal year, JPY120 billion. However, this is our usual pattern, which is to 
put the compounds in order of priority and stop when they reach JPY120 billion. We will continue to consider 
how to allocate resources in a way that does not affect operating income, etc., but I think we are close to the 
limit. 

For example, there are not enough people doing biology under the direction of Dr. Isou, nor are there enough 
medicinal chemists as it is now. So, can we hire new personnel immediately? Unfortunately, the answer is no. 
The current situation is that there is a global shortage of skilled workers. 

This time, I have teamed up with John to create a new research institute in the antimicrobial area based on 
QPEX in San Diego. We were surprised to receive quite a few applications from people who had wanted to do 
antibacterial and anti-infective work in the US but had given up because there was no place to do it, and they 
were willing to open there. In fact, QPEX overall has grown considerably in number since we purchased it. 

This has the effect of attracting people who want to work in fields such as biology or chemistry, if there is a 
field where they are allowed to work. As John mentioned, we would like to increase the number of research 
personnel and expertise as we increase the number of research and development projects, including those 
linked to government and other organizations. 

Development, in fact, Dr. Uehara, pharmaceutical affairs is more of a Japanese pharmaceutical affairs, US 
pharmaceutical affairs. We were doing development globally, but we were also doing pharmaceutical affairs 
rather locally, and this would not be enough to make it in time. In the end, we had an American come in, but 
we have shifted to a new system that unifies all global pharmaceutical affairs and oversees all development 
in one place, and of course we need more people and expertise. 

As for R&D, we would like to bring the next compound to the next stage and deliver it to patients as soon as 
possible, while increasing both the number of employees and the quality of new employees, rather than 
maintaining the current level. 

Basically, we are discussing internally how to structure the pipeline for the fund of JPY800 billion minus 
royalties, including the risks involved, and if we can advance the pipeline at a certain yield rate, we should be 
able to reach that point. I am sure we will be able to reach that point if we can proceed with a certain level of 
yield. We would like to move forward toward that goal. 

I anticipate an inevitable influx of questions about S-309309 today. From our point of view, we would love to 
address your various questions on how all of the ongoing pipelines are moving along, including the bariatrics, 
as it suggests that we made good communication with you all by hosting this R&D Day. 

  



 
 

Question & Answer 

 

Kyokawa : Thank you very much. I will now move on to the question & answer session. 

Mr. Ueda, please. 

Ueda : My name is Ueda from Goldman Sachs. First of all, I would like to ask about S-309309. With the recent 
development of new GLP-1 and various combination drugs, how important is the additional effect of S-309309, 
as shown in this presentation? 

Since you mentioned about having partnerships, I was wondering if you could tell us about any data that you 
have obtained that would support S-309309 to be chosen as the drug of choice, given that there are many 
more candidates for combination drugs. 

Keller : Thank you. We would like to move forward with pre-clinical packages, add-ons, and maintenance 
profiles. GLP-1 had great uptake, so there are many more problems. Complex titrations and gastrointestinal 
side effects are also observed with oral agents. And it is the kind of problem that has a sudden rebound. 

These problems are clear. They are clear to leaders in the field and newcomers. So, I think the strongest pre-
clinical data is particularly important, by covering the various pre-clinical models in these two profiles. I believe 
that discussions with various players will be necessary. 

Ueda : Secondly, I would like to ask about HIV. With Gilead and Merck acquiring new data recently, and your 
acquisition of new ULA candidates, has there been any change in your view of the therapeutic landscape 
centered on integrase inhibitors? In light of your company's situation, could you comment on how you 
evaluate your positioning? 

Keller : I think we are still in the lead position in the Integrase landscape. But there are many developments. 
I have not yet seen enough data, even for Gilead. 

In other words, we have not seen an integrase profile that we would consider truly remarkable. But we cannot 
ignore what is happening. I think we need to find out the backbones of the new formulation. 

Also, it should be easy for patients to use as much as possible. We must also consider making one injection 
instead of two injections of those two components in the future, not only smaller injections but also longer 
ones. I think another component is whether once every six months is sufficient. 

So, I do not mean to share rumors, but I have not heard any rumors about which company has the better 
integrase. We believe we are best-in-class, and I believe we have to be best-in-class. 

Teshirogi : In fact, the strength of cabotegravir and dolutegravir lies in their safety and the robust foundational 
data supporting them. 

When we release a new compound, such as S-365598 or the next integrase inhibitor, we will, of course, try to 
create something wonderful, but because it is an NCE, we are always afraid as an apothecary that we do not 
know what will happen when we use the compound. 

Therefore, it is incorrect for doctors to tell patients that a new integrase inhibitor is safe to use just because 
it is an integrase inhibitor. The safety specific to the compound cannot be determined solely from animal 
toxicity tests. It is essential for patients to use the compound gradually and properly, monitoring its safety 



 
 

step by step. Forgetting this cautious approach would be extremely dangerous for the future of 
pharmaceutical companies. 

I feel very comfortable with cabotegravir. It is administered every four months. Actually, it means that the 
oral drug is to be taken every month or every two months. The number of patients using it is increasing, and 
there are a few structural changes with dolutegravir. The fact that we are building up real data on the safety 
of cabotegravir as a drug is very reassuring for me. As a pharmacy, we should not underestimate its 
significance. 

We do not want to say, nor do we want our competitors to say, "it's a new integrase, so it's totally safe," when 
new products are introduced by various companies in the future. So, I believe that the superiority of 
cabotegravir represents very important data for patients. 

Ueda : Thank you very much. I would like to follow up on one point regarding safety. In the area of new ULA 
formulations, you mentioned resistance barriers. I think it is also important to diversify the tolerance profile, 
but I wonder if you can tell me if it is something that can contribute to this as well. 

Isou : Thank you for your question. I, Isou, Senior Vice President of the Drug Discovery Research Division, will 
answer to your question. 

In the slide that is just in front of you now, Research Program B for different mechanisms of action. This is a 
different mechanism of action from integrase, and naturally, in that sense, the tolerance barrier is also 
different from integrase. 

In addition, it is very powerful in its new mechanism. I believe it has a wide range of uses, can be used in low 
doses, and has long-acting effects. I believe it could be used in various ways, not only as a six-month RAP but 
also as a four-month RAP with a reduced dosage to one shot. Doing so could address various unmet medical 
needs. 

We have just started production but have found some exceptionally good compounds, so we are raising our 
expectations in various ways. 

Ueda : Thank you very much. That is all from me. 

Kyokawa : Mr. Hashiguchi. 

Hashiguchi : My name is Hashiguchi from Daiwa Securities. Thank you very much. I have two questions. 

The first question is about acute respiratory infections. From the slides on pages eight and nine, I understand 
that it is very important to develop R&D for testing and diagnostics quickly and effectively to forecast sales of 
drugs for the treatment of influenza, COVID-19, and RSV. 

On the other hand, from what you have described on page 22, especially in red on this page, I have the 
impression that your company does not have much in the way of deliverables yet. If that is the case, could 
you tell us a little more about the time frame and how much you think you can or would like to achieve in the 
future? 

Teshirogi : Thank you very much. We have seeds, rather, some products that are going to be in clinical trials. 
What we are concerned about most is when we think about products that are inexpensive and easy to use, it 
is small and convenient but expensive, even one piece of measurement equipment or machine, for example. 
I think that conceptually, we are getting better and better. 



 
 

Let’s say that when we try to make an OTC product that you can buy at a pharmacy in the US for USD10 or 
USD5, for example, we should make some improvements on the machine that diagnoses. As Dr. Uehara 
mentioned, a nasal swab is not possible in the US and Europe for us, so other medium. 

Perhaps saliva, swabbing the mucous membranes, or imaging, as NODOCA is doing, could be included in the 
list. At any rate, the question is how far we can go to make it non-invasive, as simple, accurate, and inexpensive 
as possible. 

We can't do it alone, so we are tying up with a number of venture companies that are doing this on a global 
scale. We have a venture fund that is very good at this type of investment, so we are working together with 
them to introduce venture companies to us. 

For our part, if all goes well, we hope to be able to deliver ensitrelvir globally in the next fiscal year or so. I'm 
not sure if we'll be ready for that, but we're getting to the point where the seeds are there. There's nothing 
completely wild about it, and with a timeframe of about two or three years, we'll manage to get there in time. 

Hashiguchi : Thank you very much. Another point is what is the goal of HIV research. 

I think you mentioned two key points at the last R&D briefing. One was the ultra-long-acting, and the other 
was the functional cure. I think you spoke with a lot of emphasis on the former this time, but is this some kind 
of change in policy, goals, or what you are trying to achieve? Could you please reiterate your thoughts on this? 

Keller : For the ultra-long-acting, I think this is a clear direction in the market. And it is clear that this is also 
the direction for gaining market share among patients. We gather a lot of information through market 
research. There is a certain level of convenience with long-acting formulations, and beyond that level, no one 
really wants oral pills. From the patient’s perspective, there are voices expressing that they don’t want to visit 
the hospital more than 2-3 times a year. Strengthening our position in this area is of utmost importance. 

A cure is a wonderful thing. As an HIV company, we are very interested in this scientifically and emotionally, 
but what it means to the patient is a different question. Given the current state of the cure, we need a kick 
drag, kill drag, and maintenance procedure. 

Kick drugs can be a bit obnoxious, with side effects like intense fatigue. As for kill drugs, they might be similar 
to existing medications, but when it comes to maintenance drugs, no one really knows what will happen. 

Ultra-long-acting allows patients to visit the doctor only three times a year, and they can effectively manage 
HIV with this schedule. On the other hand, for a cure, patients need to visit every two weeks, potentially 
experiencing intense fatigue each time. Over a continuous two-year period, there may be a 30% chance of 
success. 

In any case, patients have to take a test once every six months. According to the KOL doctors, PrEP must be 
administered even if cured. So, I suggest that it would be better to have ULA two or three times a year. 

Teshirogi : In short, nothing has changed, however we think the timeline will be delayed. With everyone, 
including the competition, looking at the long-acting and trying to do better, it is realistic within our limited 
resources to go that way if we are going to invest resources at this point. After the board meeting, both ViiV 
and we were saying, "at the end of the day, the cure is on the way." I always try to remember what we need 
to do in response to that. 

As he said, kick drugs are quite, I mean, at the moment, as you all know, you have to make all the viruses that 
are lurking in your body come out to be cured. So, like an earthquake, you have to shake them up to see how 
you can make the virus come out. 



 
 

We can kill the viruses that come out, but it is difficult to kill the ones lurking inside the body. Additionally, we 
cannot determine whether all the viruses inside have been flushed out. So, we have to shake them up quite 
a bit, figuring out how to make them all come out. It is quite hard on the body, but it is absolutely necessary. 
It is such a phase. 

Hashiguchi : Thank you very much. That is all. 

Kyokawa : Thank you very much. Mr. Wakao, please. 

Wakao : Thank you very much. JP Morgan, Wakao. I would like to ask you about obesity, but before I do, I 
would like to ask about cancer. 

S-531011, I think it has been quite a while in Phase Ib. You have shown us on the 80th slide in terms of the 
efficacy this time, but has the anti-tumor effect been confirmed in humans? 

I do not feel it is behind schedule, but I think Phase Ib has been underway for a long time. I would like to know 
what is taking so long and what the next data point is. Could you please tell us about it? 

Uehara : Thank you for your question. The tumor has gotten tiny. Please rest assured. Not that it's just a 
picture, but this patient's tumor has gotten tiny. 

We will present the overall aggregate figures and other scientific information at another time. 

In order to ensure the drug's safe use, we are still going through a process of dose escalation and confirmation. 
If the safety is confirmed, we will proceed to the next step. We are confirming this with actual cancer patients, 
and since it is an antibody, the cycle is long. 

We cannot just inject it and see if it’s safe for a couple of days before moving on to the next step. We have to 
carefully examine the entire cycle and ensure it is safe. If the safety is further confirmed, then the process is 
to start with the lower dose in combination with pembrolizumab this time and again confirm the safety. As 
per protocol, this is a time-consuming study. 

In the next decision point, within this Phase 1 process, there are patients with various cancer types and 
conditions whose tumors have become smaller. Therefore, in such cases, we are currently conducting an 
expansion phase to explore what can be expected. It is anticipated that this expansion phase will occur around 
the timeline of FY2025. Within this context, we will be able to discuss results for a certain number of cases. 

Wakao : Thank you very much. Regarding obesity, I would like to know about S-309309. I think there were 
three doses in Phase 2 study, but I would like to know if the dose-dependent effect has been confirmed, and 
from the way it is written, should I understand that it is below 5% in all groups? I would like to know. Also, 
what about the placebo? 

Furthermore, I am sorry, but I think it is important. You originally targeted 8% to 10%, and I thought you were 
confident in your target. How do you analyze the reasons why you did not reach 8% to 10% this time? Since 
you mentioned 8% to 10% based on the non-clinical results, there may be a problem with the extrapolation 
or the simulation, which is not a good way to put it, but there may be other problems. Please let us know 
about that as well. 

Uehara : First of all, in terms of dose dependence, yes, there is. It's higher doses than the lowest dose, but I 
cannot say if it has a clean dose dependency. 

I am writing about the results in the form of a preliminary report, but it is really a top-line report. We had 
finished following up with all of them, and from there, we were able to see a month of further follow-up. So, 



 
 

it was really only about the end of last month that we locked the database and got the results. I received the 
blood level data this morning. 

There are a few people who did not take but in the real world it is taken by many people, so I think the test 
conditions were good enough for evaluation. However, to be honest, I have not yet been able to dig deep 
enough to be certain. We are still in the process of thoroughly confirming the best dosage conditions, 
considering individual responses to exposure, other factors at the individual level, and drug compliance. 

Nevertheless, overall, the trend shows that the results are a bit better in the middle dose and above than in 
the low doses. 

Now, you mentioned about the placebo weight loss. The same is true for other drugs, but as I mentioned 
before regarding the protocol, patients are on a restricted diet. The patients are given dietary guidance only, 
so they do not always eat a certain food because we are in actual clinical practice. 

So, I am sure that some patients do not adhere to it, while others follow the medication instructions properly. 
We are able to evaluate such a heterogeneous group, and overall, there are some people who show a 
tremendous increase on placebo, while on average, the placebo group drops a little bit. This is not solely due 
to the placebo effect; rather, dietary guidance is included, which is why it goes down. The method of 
evaluating anti-obesity drugs is how much it can be lowered from there. 

You are right about less than 5% in all doses, but I would say that the estimates were not good enough. The 
difference between actual clinical conditions and animal conditions lies in the drug's control. In animals, the 
drug works in an environment where they are always in a high-fat state, eating and growing, whereas in 
humans, weight is further lowered under restricted conditions. 

We had a goal of aiming for 8%, considering the mechanism of action, but we were also aware of the possibility 
that we might not reach that target. Therefore, we also considered combinations and switching in non-clinical 
studies. 

Wakao : I understand that it was difficult to estimate the results for humans because they were obtained in 
an animal environment. If that is the case, I wonder if the animal data shown on pages 74 and 75 of this report 
should be discounted. How should we think about using and maintaining this data in the future? 

Uehara : You are correct. This model is capable of producing S-309309 potential under these same conditions. 
There are a few different non-clinical obesity models, which are not many. We would like to adjust the 
experimental conditions to see how effective it is if we start with a low dose of GLP-1 and add S-309309 in an 
environment as similar to that of humans. Based on such experimental conditions, we now want to consider 
future strategies. 

Wakao : I understand. This chart is the model before adjusting. 

Uehara : Yes. 

Wakao : Thank you, I understand very well. That is all. 

Kyokawa : Mr. Mamegano. 

Mamegano : My name is Mamegano, and I am from BofA Securities. Thank you for taking my questions. I 
know I seem to be persistent, but please tell me about the obesity drug. 

This time, the weight loss was less than 5%. Although it is similar to the previous question, I would like to 
know what you think the reason was. Is it a limitation of the mechanism of action, or is it a problem with this 



 
 

compound? Based on the data alone, you may not be able to comment in this area yet, but I am a little 
concerned about whether this mechanism of action can really meet the unmet needs of obesity. 

There was talk about challenges with GLP-1, such as the complexity of titration and rebounding. Still, it is used 
in the market and evaluated well. Amid this, the result was under 5%. I wonder if this mechanism of action 
will work. I would appreciate your comments. Thank you. 

Uehara : We only have one compound in our pipeline, so naturally, we do not know if this mechanism of 
action is absolutely useless forever, no matter which company does it. Nevertheless, based on the assessment 
of nonclinical data, we have reached the experimental conditions under which this effect is likely to occur. 
Based on the blood levels I reviewed this morning and considering that the patients have been taking the 
medication, this action is being effectively carried out within the body. 

As you know, appetite is a fundamental part of life, and many different signals are involved. One of them 
indirectly acts on the gastrointestinal epithelium, where there are GLP-1 signals and other signals as well. The 
concept of this drug is to control diet by influencing a diverse range of hormones. 

Therefore, the mechanism of action must be milder than strongly inducing GLP-1 signaling to produce its 
effects. 

Under such circumstances, we believe that offering a combination of multiple drugs may be of some value 
since the current data indicate that it would be somewhat difficult to control with only S-309309, at least. 

Teshirogi : Originally, I thought there were two problems. As I was talking with Uehara and John today, I 
realized that oral drugs in the real world are probably not being taken as prescribed, which I have to accept. 
Therefore, I think it would be difficult to accurately measure the potential of this drug without analyzing those 
who have taken the drug exactly as prescribed and how the other parameters are moving. 

As far as that is concerned, we believe that this mechanism is as valid as we think it is. I promised that I would 
deliver an update on this R&D Day, but, as I mentioned, the blood levels report just came in this morning, and 
we do not have all the data from the various biochemistries, so we will not know the true potential until we 
start analyzing the data. 

As I said before, we have to consider how people take drugs in the real world. Some people take them as 
prescribed, while others do not. We must accept this reality. We accept the fact that we did not reach 5%, but 
that does not mean that this drug does not have potential or that this mechanism does not work. I do not 
think that this is the case at all, and we will keep working on it. 

Mamegano : Okay, thank you. One more question about HIV. Your company is quite ahead of the curve in 
terms of the long-acting effect, and I think you have an advantage. According to what President Teshirogi said 
earlier, safety is also very important, and I think you have an advantage in that matter. 

I understand that it is quite difficult to produce, but Gilead is currently conducting tests on GS-6212. I believe 
your company has an advantage in terms of safety. Do you have any thoughts on this, specifically regarding 
the safety advantage since they came out later? Are you not too worried because you have an advantage, or 
are you surprised that they were able to produce? I would appreciate it if you could comment on that area. 

Keller : Regarding the last question, I believe Gilead has switched their focused points to long-acting. Apart 
from its importance, I don’t have much data on their compounds. I don't have much data on their compound, 
So I can only comment based on rumors. I do not know if they have a long-acting compound that can be 
administered once every 4 months or 3 months like ours. 



 
 

However, they seem to have some compounds, so of course, we must not relax. Even if everything goes well 
for them, their compounds will likely not be on the market until 2028 at the earliest, I think. 

Of course, there is also the time for review, like a year for approval packages. I think it would be a bit difficult 
to compete with Cabenuva in terms of long-term efficacy and safety. 

But they are pursuing it very aggressively. So, although the program will be early, we would like to have 
something that is even better than theirs in the pipeline so that when they catch up, we will be ready to 
compete with them. 

Kyokawa : Another one from the audience. Ms. Haruta. 

Haruta : UBS Securities, this is Haruta. I would like to know more about the approach or the winning strategy 
in the area of QOL disease. 

I understand that your company has strength in drug discovery in the area of small molecules, but I wonder if 
this kind of disease requires collaboration with other companies and total solutions, as you are currently doing. 

The market is large, but when considering the revenue model, you mentioned that you are in the phase of 
increasing sales, similar to a subscription model. What is your approach to the revenue part? 

Teshirogi : It depends on the area. Of course, there is relatively clear foresight in the area of rare diseases in 
children, so I think the revenue model is pretty clear. In that sense, John and Isou are very committed now to 
addressing hearing loss and sleep apnea, though there are considerations to be made on how to view these 
areas.  

Unfortunately, we do not believe that hearing loss or sleep apnea is a disease that can be completely cured, 
even though medication can alleviate symptoms or make the quality of life better. If it is used for a lifestyle-
related disease, and people feel its effectiveness, they will continue using it. Therefore, we do not want to 
charge a very high price. Instead, we aim to set a price comparable to treatments for hypertension or 
hyperlipidemia or perhaps slightly higher. Our goal is to ensure that a large number of patients can continue 
using the drug. 

On the other hand, in the case of hearing loss, for example, it is clear that the problem is caused by the 
deterioration of the inner ear hairs. Therefore, we need to explore approaches to regenerate the inner ear 
hairs, and we will pursue this course of action. 

That is more like a complete cure. When that happens, what kind of pricing model should be used? We want 
to avoid a situation like Harvoni, which sold with a bang and then did not sell afterward. It may require a 
subscription, as you suggested earlier, something that would be paid over a number of years. 

At this point, the compound we are trying to introduce into clinical practice is almost like a symptom-relieving 
drug. So, I think patients will be given it on a fairly continuous basis. 

Haruta : Okay. Thank you very much. On the second point, John-san mentioned earlier that people don't want 
to use oral drugs and that they all use injectables. I think there is going to be a reform of Medicare Part D in 
the IRA in the US, and there will be a co-pay cap there. How should we look at the oral drug and whether it 
will be easier to use? Please let me know if there is any possibility that the shift to injectable drugs will be a 
bit more gradual. 

Keller : Thank you. Of course, at ViiV, we look at the impact of IRAs. IRAs are very careful when it comes to 
HIV. Although different from the IRA, the effort within the government is to bring comprehensive coverage to 
PrEP. It has not been covered until now. 



 
 

PrEP is covered now, and injectables are covered. There is a strong commitment and recognition, especially 
in the Biden administration, that it is important for people with HIV to have access to the best medicines. 

And injectable drugs are the key to HIV control, according to the data. This is true in the poorest countries or 
among the poorest people. 

One important site in San Francisco is conducting a study of the homeless population. And these are people 
and areas where HIV is not controlled at all. This means they have an unstable lifestyle or do not have 
Ainsurance. They are such people. The government collects people by providing food and controlling HIV 
through injections. 

Our stance may change with elections, but  our key objective now is to provide the best possible treatment 
to HIV patients. 

Kyokawa :  

One more from the audience, Mr. Wada. 

Wada : Thank you very much. I also have questions about the anti-obesity drugs and the anti-cancer drugs. I 
would like to ask you about your positioning in relation to the competition, 

First of all, regarding anti-obesity drugs, BMS developed MGAT2 inhibitors in 2019. The paper shows data 
from Phase 1b, where weight loss and appetite suppression are visible. They already developed the drug, but 
in response to this, where did you see the S-309309's potential for success in its development? I would like to 
ask you, first of all, what you think in terms of the profile of the compound. 

I think they are developing this now with NASH. So, I would like to know your company's thoughts on whether 
there is any direction for development in terms of NASH or other areas. 

Regarding anti-cancer drugs and anti-CCR8 antibodies, I have been inquiring about anti-CCR8 antibodies for 
some time now. I am looking at anti--CCR4 antibody mogamulizumab and wondering if Poteligeo, which is 
being developed by Kyowa Kirin, has a very similar mechanism of action. The mechanism of action was to 
increase CD8+ T cell by Tregs depletion, which would then allow the anti-tumor effect to be observed. 

I think they had high expectations and focused on solid cancers, but it did not work well. The problem is that 
at higher doses, Tregs are depleted, but CD8+ T cells are also depleted. So, the anti-tumor effect is only visible 
at a certain dose. Therefore, they shifted to blood cancer since it is difficult to use for solid tumors. 

In this area, I would like to ask if you can see where your anti-CCR8 antibody dose-dependently decreases 
Tregs without reducing CD8+ T cell. 

Isou : Thank you for your questions. Regarding MGAT2, as you mentioned, it is important how we maximize 
it in the future. As Uehara mentioned earlier, there are not many validated non-clinical models, but we have 
been able to find a certain direction. We are currently working on the following two areas: combination with 
GLP-1 or maintenance therapy. We are trying to focus on how to maintain GLP-1 once it is stopped. 

As you questioned, we might have overestimated the model. Therefore, we will review the model system in 
the non-clinical setting to ensure it reflects changes more realistically and monitor these changes strictly in 
the non-clinical model. 

Therefore, we would like to aim and combine with the GLP-1 as part of our new positioning. 



 
 

Teshirogi : S-309309 has shown almost no safety concerns even in animal testing, and we are currently 
examining biochemically from various angles to see what effects can be achieved by inhibiting MGAT2 to a 
certain extent.We have no idea if dosage of S-309309 is the ceiling or not. So, there is a possibility that the 
dosage could be increased in the future. The safety of the drug, including the side effects on the human 
digestive system, has been very good, and almost nothing has been found. So, perhaps the dosage could be 
increased, or the method of administration could be changed, including combinations, after looking at the 
toxicity a little more carefully, as Isou mentioned. 

I really don't think we are in a phase to discuss this compound in one piece in these first two phases. 

Uehara : Another perspective on NASH, again, we have not seen all the results yet. We will collect data on 
liver lipid content in this trial, and if we can expand in that direction, we will actively consider it. 

As Teshirogi answered, the biggest advantage of S-309309 is its excellent safety features. Therefore, we 
believe that there are still plenty of ways to use it. 

Regarding S-531011, Mogamulizumab is the positive part of CCR4. It is used to treat tumor cells and blood 
cancers by lowering antibodies directly in the bloodstream, which is called direct acting. 

Our anti-CCR8 antibody has various functions in Tregs, and CCR8 infiltrates tumors. There are cancer types 
that are specifically infiltrated by CCR8, and by targeting that, there is a clinical database study that suggests 
it will apparently have a clinical effect. We confirmed the concept in non-clinical studies and have been taking 
pure antibodies and selective antibodies, so it is different from the target perspective. When we say Treg, it 
has various different functions. 

The other feature is that we want to lower Treg as tumor specific as possible. So, if we unnecessarily lower 
Treg throughout the body, we will see a variety of side effects. Therefore, we developed a method to lower 
tumor specific Tregs without reducing them throughout the body. 

Therefore, it is highly safe and clear. I’d like you to be able to look at slide 80, the picture of the flow cytometry.. 
As you can see, Treg has completely decreased in purple, on the right bar graph after administration. It may 
depend on the conditions, since the CTL is increasing properly in red where Treg is gone. Not all of them are 
cleanly dose responsive. 

In such a situation, there is no doubt that there are patients who can use the drug. Lowering Tregs does not 
mean that all lymphocytes will be unnecessarily decreased, but rather that the tumor will become smaller 
because the CTLs remain in place. 

Wada : Thank you very much. 

Kyokawa : Mr. Sogi of Alliance Bernstein Japan, please. 

Sogi : Thank you for taking my questions. I would like to ask you a few questions. 

Regarding Xocova, you commented that negotiations with the FDA are going well after the readout of the 
global Phase III primary endpoint. Of course, I understand that it has just started, but what is the baseline for 
alignment with the FDA? 

Uehara : I will answer your question. The discussions are progressing smoothly, and since this is an active 
study, we have received commitments from a wide range of experts in the field of antiviral medicine at the 
FDA, doctors at the NIH, ACTG, and academia at universities. 



 
 

We are now preparing for a pre-NDA discussion where all of these professors will gather together for an online 
discussion. 

Sogi : Okay, thank you very much. I have a question about S-309309. You mentioned this drug does not cause 
muscle loss. What data supports this claim? 

In this Phase II, will there be any results regarding this point? 

Uehara : Thank you. Saying that data is available would be an oversimplification. We can separately measure 
muscle mass, lipid volume, and body fluid volume. 

 It will be a little difficult to interpret because there is a lot of noise, and I have not yet reviewed it thoroughly. 

So, in this situation, I think that the actual mechanism of muscle loss with GLP-1 is not clearly understood. 
Naturally, when people stop eating, they lose fat, but often muscles atrophy first. If you suddenly control your 
weight, reduce your appetite, and stop eating protein, the muscles will break down first. When you stop the 
medication, only your appetite returns, leading you to eat mostly oil and carbohydrate. That is the mechanism 
I am thinking of, where muscles first lose and then gain weight back again. 

Preferably, we may not want to lower the weight too gently, among other considerations, and we aim to delve 
deeper into the data from now on. 

Sogi : I understand. You are right, and I was wondering if that was the mechanism too. So, I was curious if, in 
the broader concept of weight loss, there is no reason why only your drug would not reduce muscle mass, but 
rather because the weight loss is gradual. 

Is it correct to say that the MGAT2 mechanism does not have any specific effect on the muscles? 

Uehara: It does not directly inhibit lipid absorption, but it does store fatty acids and lipid components in the 
epithelium of the gastrointestinal tract, so its mechanism of action is rather to lower lipids. 

Since it is a drug that lowers appetite but also aims to lower fat, which is the opposite of muscle mass, we are 
hoping that it will have a positive impact. 

Sogi : I understand. One last question regarding future developments. Of course, you are going to analyze the 
data, but you mentioned that monotherapy is probably not a possibility in the future. 

I believe the add-ons and maintenance development plan you have indicated will be the general direction. I 
would like to confirm if my understanding is correct. 

Is this something your company will do alone when moving in that direction, or will you already be looking for 
a partner? If so, what is your timeline for moving in this new direction, considering deal time? 

Keller : Thank you. As you said, we have just received this data and will be analyzing it, but we need to look 
at the non-clinical model as a whole. As for the timing, I cannot say right now. However, we already have 
some analysis done on the pre-clinical model, and I think we can provide more information in about six to 
nine months if we proceed seriously. 

Kyokawa : Thank you very much. This will be the last question. Mr. Tsuzuki from the venue to close, please. 

Tsuzuki : Thank you for choosing me. My name is Tsuzuki of Mizuho Securities. 



 
 

The first question I would like to ask is whether the antiviral activity against RSV has been confirmed in the 
footprints, since you have provided us with data on the antiviral activity of the type A virus and the in vitro 
data that included type B virus. I would like to know if this has been confirmed in the current situation. 

I would appreciate hearing your answer to whether this challenge test is a PoC and the timeline for announcing 
the results. 

Uehara : Thank you for your question. We are currently acquiring data on typical B-type strains. Although B 
strains require a slightly higher concentration than A strains, they are not that far apart. 

We are currently collecting data from around the world on many strains, including type A and type B strains 
that have been isolated in recent years. Therefore, considering all these factors, including the ineffective strain 
of type B, we will conduct the challenge test with type A to match the blood concentration level in humans, 
which is expected to be effective. The blood concentration of type A is multiplied by the blood concentration 
of type B, or it is like jack it up. 

There are a variety of influenza A and B strains, and we have adopted such a strategy. We have selected a 
sufficiently effective blood concentration, so we are in the middle of this challenge test. First lots, second lots, 
and third lots are all artificially created, so it is not possible to collect them all at the same time. 

However, since it is an acute infection, it will not take that long. I believe the results will be available sometime 
this fiscal year, allowing us to determine the next course of action. 

Tsuzuki : I understand. One more point: you presented the external collaboration in a visible form this time 
regarding S-600918 in the sleep area. I believe you brought it back as a combination drug after its suspension. 
I understand that this return is associated with Apnimed. However, I have also heard that recruiting seems to 
be difficult. 

I would be happy to hear your level of confidence in this area as the last question. 

Keller : Thank you. As for recruiting, it is not easy with a defined population. However, Apnimed's Head of 
Medical, Chief Scientific Officer, is connected to the best clinical research centers. This is regarding patient 
identification and recruitment. 

And in the apnea study, which they are doing as part of a joint venture, they are very competent, so I think 
we can do it. 

For S-600918, we are working with the team to dig deeper into the data and examine specific patient 
populations. This was a previously unidentified population, but due to our lack of knowledge about the disease 
at the time, we relied on their expertise to identify patients with apnea syndrome who were diagnosed with 
S-600918. 

Kyokawa : It is time for us to conclude SHIONOGI R&D Day 2024. 

Thank you all for your participation today.  

[END] 

 
 


